
How We Do It
Our team provides a unique real estate service unlike any 
other in Columbus. Whether you are considering leasing 
or buying new space or have a building to sell or lease, The 
Columbus Industrial Team has been specifically designed and 
thoughtfully structured to combine experience with market 
knowledge — both nationally and locally. Mike, Shane, Joel, 
Jonathan, Kyle, and Molly possess a combined experience of 
over 71 years in industrial real estate. Our team is extremely 
unique among real estate brokerage firms in that the entire 
group of industrial advisors truly work as a team.

 A team approach allows us to combine our expertise, 
data, contacts, and resources to better serve our clients.

It’s not what we do but

that sets us apart.

How We Help
Our enterprising vision. 

Each team member brings specific expertise, relationships and 
focus to the table; providing you with a collaborative approach 
and years of experience needed to execute an effective and 
unique real estate plan.

Are you looking to...

• Lease Space

• Sell Space

• Buy Space

• Understand Options

• Wealth Creation

The
Columbus
Industrial 
Team

at a glance...

*based on 2020 stats

Total Deal Volume
$485 M

Team Transactions
178

Combined Years 
Experience in Real Estate

Total SF Leased/Sold

12.8 M                                    

71



Contact Us.

Colliers Greater Columbus Region | Two Miranova Place, Suite 900 | Columbus, OH 43215 

Kyle Ghiloni
Brokerage Associate

614.437.4515

Michael Linder, SIOR
Senior Executive Vice President

614.410.5628

Shane Woloshan, SIOR
Senior Executive Vice President

614.410.5624

Joel Yakovac, SIOR
Senior Executive Vice President

614.410.5654

Jonathan Schuen, SIOR
Senior Vice President

614.437.4495

Molly Crosby
Marketing Coordinator

614.410.5293

The Columbus Industrial Team brings unmatched industry knowledge along with 
our unique Central Ohio market expertise when representing tenants. We have seen 
success with many well known companies such as:

The owners we work with are sure of one thing - they’ll never miss what’s happening in 
the market. The Columbus Industrial Team keeps our landlords up-to-date on market 
activity, industry trends and everything they need to make sound decisions with their 
real estate portfolio. Our trusted relationships include:

Buyers/Tenants
Representing

Sellers/Landlords
Representing

 


